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Message from the Guest Editor

This Special Issue is dedicated to all of advanced
technologies as well as new developments and their
underlying physics that lead to the highest laser pulse
intensities for any kind of application. Moreover, since even
applications in fundamental research demand powerful
pulsed lasers with higher repetition rates, the topic of how
to further increase the average power of femtosecond
lasers will also be covered.

large-aperture pulsed high-energy lasers
ultrashort pulse laser technology
new pulse compression schemes
laser pulse contrast enhancement technologies
post pulse compression
advanced technologies for increasing pulsed laser
repetition rates
metrology for ultrashort pulse lasers
ultra-broad-band laser amplifiers
laser materials for high-energy or broad-band laser
pulse amplification
diode pumped high-energy lasers
advanced flashlamp pumped solid-state lasers
improvements in high-power laser diodes
advanced laser cooling technologies
…
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Dipartimento di Fisica,
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

As the world of science becomes ever more specialized,
researchers may lose themselves in the deep forest of the
ever increasing number of subfields being created. This
open access journal Applied Sciences has been started to
link these subfields, so researchers can cut through the
forest and see the surrounding, or quite distant fields and
subfields to help develop his/her own research even further
with the aid of this multi-dimensional network.
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